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ABSTRACT
Every realisation of speech differs amongst the speakers of a given language. There are
many factors that could possibly affect this, such as, age, gender and social background
as well as geographical factors, among others. Indeed, the phonology of the same
language may present different characteristics throughout the different places in which
that language is spoken. In the case of English -with its international language status,
we can find many varieties spoken all over the word, which include, among other
linguistic aspects, different pronunciation traits. In the present essay, a synchronic
description of the phonology of present Irish English will be given. As the Irish
language has had influence on Irish English pronunciation, in the first part of the essay a
historic account of how English became the language spoken nowadays in the island
will be presented together with a phonological account of Irish English in the north of
the country and Irish English in the south. A transcription of the speech of two Irish
people from those two areas of the island will then be analysed with the purpose of
determining which phonetic-phonological aspects characterize each accent they exhibit.
The results of the study show that both participants use features from their respective
varieties. The Northern Irish English speaker makes use of NG Coalescence, the -
opposition is present in his speech and he makes use of Schwa Epenthesis. Surprisingly,
he does not follow the typical FOOT/GOOSE distinction, he does not use intervocalic
preglottalisation, neither does he use Schwa Absorption or Elision of medial . The
Southern Irish English speaker exhibits features such as the - opposition,
weakening of  and HAPPY tensing as well as dental plosives,  instead of the
dental fricatives , , clear , and presence of the  sound in all environments. He
also exhibits Glide Cluster reduction. He does not have the - opposition for
PRICE words and he does not make use of vowel reduction and the KIT and Schwa
Merger. Processes he does not use are Schwa Absorption, Schwa Epenthesis and Yod
Dropping. Factors such as identity, contact and standardisation are argued to be possibly
affecting the way in which these speakers make use some pronunciation features and
not others.
Keywords: synchrony of Irish English, Northern Irish English, Southern Irish English.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the English Language is spread all over the world. This happened
mainly due to the British colonisation period during the 19th century. The British
reached as far as Canada, The United States of America, Australia, India and parts of
Africa among others. Thus, English is spoken in all those parts of the world, which,
with time and the effect of contact with other languages has resulted into the
development of several varieties of English. Among these varieties we find Canadian
English, American English, Indian English, Singapore English and Caribbean English.
The aim of this essay is to give an up-to-date phonological account of Irish
English of two recorded Irish people from two different areas of the island: north and
south. This is so because there seems to be a clear distinction between north and south
being influenced by the Irish language and English from England, respectively. In the
north, this was a result of the Irish language lasting more than in other parts of the
country. The south, however, witnessed a great amount of people coming from England
to commerce so the language used was the one brought about by the English. This essay
will argue that while some characteristics are present in the speech of the two
participants some others are not. The Northern Irish English speaker uses vowel
lengthening rules as in his variety, he uses dental fricatives as well as dental plosives, he
also makes a distinction between the sounds - and makes use of the Schwa
Epenthesis process. The Southern Irish English speaker does have the - opposition,
he sometimes uses dental plosives instead of alveolar stops, he uses  sound in all
environments and uses processes such as Glide Cluster Reduction. The presence of
these features will be justified by suggesting that it is something that has to do with
identity and contact. Features not present in their speech include FOOT-GOOSE and
TRAP-PALM distinctions for the Northern Irish English speaker as well as intervocalic
preglottalisation and Schwa Absorption and Elision of medial  among other features.
For the Southern Irish English speaker, there is no - diphthongs distinction, he
does not make use of the  diphthong for MOUTH words, he does not make use of
neither Schwa Epenthesis nor Yod Dropping processes. The absence of these features
will be interpreted as a standardarization process. Moreover, the Southern Irish English
speaker ascribes much more to his variety than does the Northern Irish English speaker
to his own.

The essay has been divided into two different parts. Part I will include first a
description of the synchronic and diachronic study of languages. Then, a historical
account of the emergence of the accents and dialects in Ireland will follow. Finally, a
synchronic description of Irish English where both Northern Irish English‟s and
Southern Irish English‟s vowels, consonants and processes will be described. Part II
will include firstly details of the methodology used for recording the speech sample,
information about the participants, a phonological analysis of the sample, presenting
first the speaker of the North and next the speaker from the South, as well as the
discussion and conclusions.

2. PART I
In this first part, a synchrony-diachrony dichotomy of the language will be
described (2.1). Afterwards, I will suggest why this is important for phonology and the
study of the language in such respects. Then, a historical overview of how all the
dialects and languages have developed in Ireland will follow (2.2). Finally, a broad
synchronic description of current Northern Irish English (2.3) and Southern Irish
English (2.4) will be provided.
2.1 The Synchronic/Diachronic study of languages
Nowadays, linguists may be interested in studying languages either
synchronically or diachronically. The former has to do with the variations of language
systems‟ rules in space. The latter, in contrast, has to do with the facts that alter a
language along time. Most of the language studies carried out by German scholars in
Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth century were diachronic. However, by 1916,
Ferdinand de Saussure stated that there were two kinds of language study: a synchronic
orientation and a diachronic one. (Herteg, 2008) According to de Saussure, the two
kinds of study were so different that they must be distinguished and separated in the
study. He put forth that, on the one hand, a systemic synchronic description of a living
or a dead language can, and shall, be carried out without historical references. On the
other hand, it was expressed that a diachronic description required at least two
synchronic descriptions from different times of a given language. That is to say, what
had been suggested was that synchrony could not be influenced by diachrony. Pure
synchrony is required for the best possible description of a language at some point in

time. On the contrary, for a diachronic description of a language to be good enough at
least two good synchronic descriptions are needed.
At the beginning of the 1920‟s the Prague school made new suggestions for
describing vowels and consonants supporting the ideas of de Saussure (Hammarstrom,
2012). These ideas were mainly about the fact that you could study a language at a
given point in time without having to analyse its evolution. Nevertheless, the historical
linguists did not see the value of these new ideas, a reason why they would be severely
criticised later on. In contrast, they maintained that description had to be explained
diachronically and not based on contemporary synchronic studies of living languages.
We could say that de Saussure and the early Prague school (1920s and 1930s)
started a new era in European linguistics. Based on their contributions, nowadays,
linguists can either describe synchronically or diachronically the different aspects of a
language, dead or alive. If the linguist chooses to make a synchronic description, he
would choose to describe any aspect of a language in a given point in history using
snapshots of language. If, in opposition, he chooses to describe a language
diachronically, he would have to pay attention to a series of events that cause a change
in a given aspect of a language. This is an important issue for the linguistic study in
many different ways. First, it is important because, for being aware of how a language
has evolved during a certain amount of time, correct synchronic descriptions of it are
needed. Second, it is also important because as a consequence of observing facts that
lead to a change in a language we can see that languages are externally influenced. This
causes us to see language as something dynamic and undergoing continuous change.
Finally, the diachronic description of a language gives us an insight for a better
understanding of the present state of a language. The present is shaped by what
happened in the past.
In the present essay, a synchronic description of Irish English will be provided.
This description should serve to identify whether speakers of this variety follow the
phonological traits that characterized each variety under analysis.
2.2 A historical overview of dialects and languages in Ireland
The English language was first introduced by the settlers who arrived to Ireland
in the late 12th century. Before this first settlement, Irish was the only language spoken

in Ireland. The group formed by these first settlers was actually quite heterogeneous.
Among them were the Anglo-Normans (the military leaders) and the English (largely
artisans and trades people) who settled in the towns of the east coast. There may well
have been a few Welsh and Flemings among these (Hickey, 2006). As stated above,
Ireland was back then a country where Irish was spoken. As a consequence of these
settlers arriving to the island a language shift occurred, this being complete by the Late
Modern Period (1700-1900).
Later, the introduction of Scots dialect in the northern part of the island in the
early 17th century caused a division between Ulster, the most northerly province, and the
rest of the country to the south (Wells, 1982). The Scots dialect was brought to Northern
Ireland, particularly to Ulster, during the early 17th century. It was a result of the
Settlements of Hamilton and Montgomery and the Ulster Plantation that happened at the
time, as large numbers of Scots people arrived from Scotland. This dialect is frequently
considered to be an ancient dialect of Standard English of England (Montgomery,
Gregg, 1997). This introduction of this dialect gave rise to what nowadays is called
Ulster Scots, the variety referred to as such in the most northerly parts of Ireland.
As a result of these settlements, Irish started to lose its power little by little as
more and more people started to learn English. During this period, it became common
among the islanders to believe that the old language was a barrier for progress. As a
consequence, people started to deprive themselves of their language and from the 17th
century onwards, Irish was banned from public life (Hickey, 2007a). However, there
were not censuses which gave data on speakers of Irish and English before 1851. This
means that the picture one can draw of the decline of Irish is not accurate. The language
shift then occurred in rural areas because they lacked education from the native Irish.
Then, what one can assume from 17th and 18th centuries in rural Ireland is that there was
functional bilingualism. Nevertheless, by the early 19th century, the importance of
English for advancement in social life was being pointed out repeatedly by people such
as the political leader Daniel O‟Connell. According to Hickey (2007a), the fact that
Irish people learned English in an unguided manner plays an important role in the
nature of Irish English. Bliss (in Hickey, 2006: 4) puts forth that this fact is responsible
for both “the common malapropisms and the unconventional word stress found in Irish
English”. This plays an important role in phonology because speakers who learn a
language as adults tend to retain the pronunciation of their native language and have

difficulty with segments which are unknown to them. It was not until the late 19th
century that Irish people realised that they had lost a great part of their culture and
started to retrieve at least some of it.
The situation nowadays is the result of the many changes that happened during
centuries and which made the language situation further complex. As shown in the map
below, three main dialect areas seem to exist. The south of the country is divided into
two main areas: the East Coast Dialect area and the South-West and West area. The
former is the oldest one. The latter the latest to engage the language shift from Irish to
English. In this area there are still areas such as Donegal, Connemara and Kerry where
the language still survives. The north of the country consists of the counties of Ulster.
This area, conditioned by the 17th century Scottish settlement, represents Ulster Scots
speech. The variation spoken here differs considerably to that one from the rest of the
south. Finally, there seems to be a part of Ireland, the Midlands, which does not belong
to any of these separate groups and has characteristics of both the north and the south.

Map 1: The dialect situation in Ireland (Hickey, 2004)

Nowadays, English is the language spoken my most of the inhabitants of the
island and Irish is taught in schools to children whose first language is English.
Nonetheless, the distinction between north and south varieties is that to such an extent
that it is worth noting the differences between the speech of someone from the north and
that from someone from somewhere in the south.
2.3. Synchronic description of Irish English
In this section, I will give an insight into the phonological characteristics of Irish
English. Irish English is often used to design the English spoken in the south (Hickey,
2007a). Here, however, the term will be used to refer to the speech of the whole island
of Ireland. Different scholars use different terms for determining the speech from the
north and that from the south. In the north of the country the terms are used to reflect
historical origins e.g. Ulster Scots which refers to the English stemming from the initial
Lowland Scots settlers. Mid-Ulster English is used for geographically central varieties
which are largely of northern English provenance. There is also what is called Contact
English which is found occasionally to refer globally to varieties spoken in areas where
Irish is also spoken (Hickey, 2007a). To avoid confusions, in the present work I will
refer to the variety of the north as Northern Irish English. In general, three main terms
are to be found for English in the south of Ireland: Anglo-Irish, Hiberno-English or Irish
English. I will use Southern Irish English.
2.3.1 Synchronic description of current Northern Irish English
The historical province of Ulster is rather larger than the present Northern
Ireland (nowadays UK). The counties of Donegal, Monaghan and Cavan which now
belong to the Republic of Ireland were once part of Ulster. This seems to be the reason
why people living in these counties have a much more similar speech to Northern
Ireland (UK) than to counties to the south of Ireland.
The speech of Ulster varies through this area giving rise to different categories
of English. Among these categories three main speeches are distinguished: Ulster Scots,
Mid Ulster English and South Ulster English. Here, the features that are more
distinguishable from those found in Southern Irish English are the ones that will be
presented. Bearing in mind one of the speakers analysed in the present essay is from

county Donegal, the information presented here will sometimes centre more on Ulster
Scots, the type of speech someone from Donegal would have.
2.3.1.1. Vowel system
What makes Northern Irish English more distinct from other varieties of Irish
English as well as from RP is the vowel system. The most typical system seems to be
the following one:
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Table 1. Vowel system (Wells, 1982)

Wells established a lexical set system that is referred to as the lexical incidence.
This lexical incidence aimed to establish patterns of regional variation in the
phonologies of English dialects. Thus, lexical items that share vocalic or consonantal
segments of these headwords could then be grouped into the same sets. The lexical
incidence of the vowels of Northern Irish English given by Wells is as follows:
KIT
DRESS
TRAP
LOT
STRUT
FOOT
BATH
CLOTH
NURSE











FLEECE
FACE
PALM
THOUGHT
GOAT
GOOSE
PRICE
CHOICE
MOUTH











NEAR
SQUARE
START
NORTH
FORCE
CURE
happY
lettER
commA
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Table 2. Lexical incidence of Northern Irish English (Wells, 1982)

It is worth noting that, as table 2 shows, in Northern Irish English the r in
spelling is always pronounced even after a vowel. The table above shows that the
vowels in the lexical sets with the  sound are neither diphthongs nor long vowels.
The contrast between RP here is clear as the NEAR, SQUARE and CURE vowels
would have the centring diphthongs ,  and

 respectively. START,

NORTH and FORCE vowels would be long causing the disappearance of the  sound
in realisation.

According to Wells (1982) the phonetic qualities of the vowels in Ulster do not
only vary regionally, socially but also allophonically. Due to space constraints, as well
as being interested mainly in the variety of speech that someone from Donegal would
use, I will only outline the features of Ulster Scots speech. Following the full sets
proposed by Wells (1982) as in Table 2, there are a few things worth commenting.
Firstly, that the vowel in FACE would generally sound like an . Secondly, that
FOOT/GOOSE vowels have a more centralised realizations amongst the middle-class
(Corrigan, 2007). Being this a general characteristic of Ulster, high back vowels are also
fronted and therefore realised as . It usually has rather little lip rounding and it must
sound almost like  in quality (Wells, 1982). In short environments, that is, in those
environments in which the vowel is short it is less than fully close and central, e.g.
doom . In long environments –environments in which the vowel is long- it is
close and central or centralized-front: who . This quality is exactly the same one
we have in the diphthong  which is realised as either  or .
Thirtly, considering that  and  are always short, Corrigan (2010) suggests
that in Ulster Scots the KIT vowel would sound as something closer to . The usual
realization of  is , thus opener and more centralised than in the standard accents
e.g. sit . Unstressed  may be qualitatively like the stressed vowel or –if followed
by a velar or palato-alveolar- less open and centralised as in physics . Words
with the same lexical incidence as the word happy may be pronounced different to RP
and Southern Irish English. The happY vowel in the Scots areas may be  as .
(Wells 1982) The quality of  varies regionally but in the Scotch-Irish area we
typically find . Fourthly, the DRESS vowel is typically  but is also realised as
. In the Scotch-Irish areas (and Belfast)  and  are usually neutralised in
most environments involving an adjacent velar. The result of this neutralisation is
phonetically like , e.g. beg=bag .
Also, the TRAP/BATH/PALM vowels are usually realised as  before , 
and otherwise with . The LOT/THOUGHT/CLOTH vowels tend to be . Another
thing worth mentioning is that Northern Irish English, in general, shares a
monophthongal pronunciation of the GOAT vowel with the Scots which can vary from
 foal, to  home, or  snow (examples from Corrigan, 2010: 34).

2.3.1.1.1. Vowel Length
The length of a vowel in this part of the country varies. In South Ulster English
this is determined lexically, elsewhere it is determined by phonetic context (McColl
Millar 2007). Thus, in Northern Irish English, when a vowel occurs morpheme finally,
it is long. Also, when vowels are followed by , , , , . And so are the ones which
occur before an inflectional suffix. (Corrigan, 2010) In Ulster, as in Scotland with
which shares this characteristic, there has been a near complete loss of phonemic vowellength distinctions. The fact that they share this characteristic could be due to Scots‟
influence over Ulster. An example of this is the merger of  in FOOT and GOOSE
vowels, which were historically short and long respectively (Wells, 1982). It seems also
possible in this variety to pronounce FOOT words with . Other merging processes in
this variety would be that of front open rounded  for TRAP and PALM (which in RP
are  and  respectively) words and that for an open-mid back unrounded  of
LOT and THOUGHT (RP:  and  respectively) as Table 2 shows.
As far as phonetic length of vowels in monosyllables is concerned, Northern
Irish English has the following distribution (Wells, 1982). The vowels in this section are
transcribed narrowing only in respect of length, not in respect of quality.
1. All vowels are short before a following , , , : feet , boot
, mate , boat , bit , cut , set , pat ,
pot .
2. All vowels except  and  are long before a following final , , ,
 or #: grieve , lose , save , loathe , fair
, have=halve , cause .
3. Long allophones of , , ,  are used in any monosyllable closed by a
consonant other than , , , . This extra development is referred to as
Ulster Lenghtening: raid , bed , pad , pod, . In
the case of  the result is a restoration of a historically long vowel.
It should also be said that for the purpose of determining vowel length, sonorants
before the final consonant are ignored: e.g. lamp has short  like lap and belt has short
 like bet (Wells, 1982).

As far as polysyllabic words are concerned, vowels in those words are most
commonly short. As a result, one can find mess  but message . In
many cases, however, internal morpheme boundaries condition the appearance of long
vowels in polysyllable words. According to descriptions given above, the word can has
a long vowel  and this vowel still holds when added the -ing form to result in
canning  which is morphologically #. Nonetheless, the surname
Canning being morphologically simple, has a short vowel: . Wells proposed
that minimal pairs arose due to this fact as in tanner (who tans)  vs. tanner
(„sixpence‟, „shoemaker‟).
As stated above, oppositions such as those found in other accents in TRAP vs.
PALM or TRAP vs. BATH are not present in monosyllables throughout Ulster. This
fact, coupled with the allophonic length rules, results in unpredicted pronunciations
having RP as a reference e.g. the strong form of can having a long vowel  while
can’t has a short one  (RP: /, ) (Wells 1982). RP, which stands for
Received Pronunciation, is a Standard Variety of English found in England
2.3.1.1.2. Diphthongs
The MOUTH words have a diphthong of the  type in the local accents of
both areas of speech. The PRICE words are distributed into two distinct phonemic
categories in the Scotch Irish area: () or . The phonetic environment is what
conditions the use of one or the other:  before voiceless consonants,  before
vowels. But in many environments both are possible. Both PRICE and MOUTH vowels
are usually realized as monophthongs in the environment of a following  e.g. power
. In many rural areas the NURSE Merger1 did not happen. As a consequence,
the rural areas still preserve  in words with spelling er in some with ear or ir, and
 is used with those with ur and some in ir spelling. Moreover, contrary to RP, the
opposition between NORTH words with  and FORCE words with  seems to
have been preserved in Ulster (except in Belfast).

1

The NURSE Merger is a process that occurred in the early 17th century when short vowels ,  and
 were centralised to  before .

2.3.1.2. Consonants
In this section, I will give an account on the consonants which have different
realisations either from the Southern Irish English or from RP.
2.3.1.2.1.  and  &  and 
// and // are always realised as dental fricatives [] and [] ([] for think
and [] for breathe), which contrasts with some alternative realisations of these
two sounds in Southern Irish English, as will be explained in section 2.3.2.2.1.
In the north, however, dental plosives do exist as allophones of alveolar plosives
/t/ and /d/. They are found in two environments: adjacent to /, / as in width []
and to some extent in the vicinity of // as in tree [] or ladder []2. This
latter use in this environment is something characteristic of rural pronunciations in
Ulster. It is typical in County Donegal probably due to contact with Irish (Hickey,
2007b). In Belfast, for instance, it is only the older speakers who use dental plosives
conditioned by a neighbouring //. This means that where rural speakers would use []
in words such as butter or water, people from Belfast prefer an alveolar tap [].
Examples from Adams (1948 in Wells, 1982) include  put on and
 what did he do? Nonetheless, dental plosives may be used by people
from Belfast when the conditioning // is in the same morpheme. This gives rise to
minimal pairs as in flatter (verb) and flatter (more flat) where the former is pronounced
with [] and the latter with []. Dentalisation of alveolar stops before  is frequently
attributed to Catholic speakers (Kirk, 1998 in Hickey, 2007b).
Preglottalisation of intervocalic  and  is common in Ulster. According to
Milroy (in Wells, 1982), Londonderry city has this for both consonants, but Belfast
commonly only for . Words such as pepper or butter would exhibit . Straight
intervocalic T Glottaling  is associated with County Antrim, where it alternates with
. The uses of it before syllabic , and sometimes before syllabic , are more
widespread. It is common to hear forms such as  button and  Latin and

2

The diacritic  is used under plosives to indicate that their realisation is this particular case is dental.

not uncommon to hear things such as  bottle which is alternatively pronounced as
3 .
2.3.1.2.2.  and 
 and  are nowadays palatalised throughout Ulster. It usually happens
word-initially before a front or open vowel. In Belfast speech it is most noticeable in
pronunciations such as cab, can or car . This seems to be untypical of the firmly
Scots areas. It is variable elsewhere in respect of the details of the conditioning
environment. It has been claimed that in one Donegal locality the pair back and baulk
can be distinguished not by their vowels but by their final consonants, as  vs.
.
2.3.1.2.3. , , , /
The realizations of these sounds in Northern Irish English have a stronger palatal
component than their counterparts in England. These consonants tend to be , , ,
. This may be due to the influence of Irish Gaelic:  being the phonetic quality of
the „slender‟ , of Ulster Irish. Vowels in Irish are divided into slender and broad.
Consonants are slender or broad depending on the adjacent vowel. If the vowel is
slender, the consonant will also be slender and if the vowel is broad the consonant will
also be broad. In the Scots-Irish area, palatalized , and , are also encountered
being these generally realizations of , . Examples of these by Wells are ,
union , million. He notes also, , nearly and , galore.
2.3.1.2.4. NG Coalescence
The extension of NG Coalescence to all environments yields pronunciations
such as  finger which are stigmatized and now becoming rarer in the Belfast
working-class accent. Here, the pronunciation of language with  is usual. The
alveolarisation of velar nasals is less defamed in the North than it is in the South. It is
present in verbs with final  and nouns with similar endings, e.g. walking .
(Hickey, 2007b)
3

The diacritic means that the consonant affected by it has become voiced as a consequence of a voiced
consonant being near it.

2.3.1.2.5. Liquids
 is used in initial position as a retroflex approximant . Post-vocalically, it
can either be an alveolar approximant  or a retroflex approximant  (Corrigan,
2010:45). Post-consonantally, it may be dentalised when the consonant preceding is
dental e.g. three  (Hickey, 2007:115). Although a trill  is often used in rural
Ulster a flap  is also heard, particularly after , as in train or string  (Wells,
1982).
In Ulster, and the rest of Ireland,  is typically clear in all environments. In
Belfast and some other country areas to the north and west, nonetheless, dark  is
frequently used. The environment in which this occurs is in intervocalic and final
positions after central vowels and centring diphthongs as fill and fail. Dark  is also
common initially before the back variants of  as in lad. It is worth noting that polite
speakers tend to correct vowel quality and  together. This means that words such as
pull vary between a broader form  and a less broad . (Wells, 1982)
McCafferty (2007) indicates that the use of  is a feature of Catholics, as Protestants
favour the realisation .
2.3.1.2.6. Glide Cluster Reduction
The retention of ,  distinction is common in certain regional varieties of
Northern Irish English (Harris, 1984). In initial position, such as in the word where, the
 sound remains as part of the sound , being pronounced  in the more rural
areas. Glide Cluster Reduction, however, happened in Belfast and some other urban
parts where nowadays  is common and frequently used.
2.3.1.3. Processes
Among the typical processes in Ulster we can find Elision of initial or medial
. This seems to be an optional process. Wells (1982) states that mother could either
be pronounced as  or 4. The deletion of  seems necessary to entail
compensatory lengthening of the vowel. Gender seems to play an important role in this
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The diacritic  means that the vowel is centralised.

usage. Milroy‟s (1976 in Wells, 1982) study showed that it is much more common in
men than in women.
In contrast to what happens in RP, weakening of vowels in unstressed syllables
is restricted in Northern Irish English. A word such as postman keeps a strong vowel in
its second syllable, thus . Names such as Birmingham or Cunningham
have  and Oxford is not unstressed so .
Other phenomena such as epenthesis (a sound which is not in a word or an
utterance is inserted) are also common in Ulster. Vowel epenthesis is much more
common than consonant epenthesis (although this occurs as well). „In most cases, the
function of vowel epenthesis is to repair an input that does not meet a language‟s
structural requirements.‟ (Hall in Oostendorp, 2011: 1576) Schwa Epenthesis is
somehow found but restricted to popular speech. This process consists of inserting a
schwa in the environment of a preceding plosive and a following liquid or a nasal as in
petrol  or when it is preceded and followed by a consonant, where each of
which is a liquid or a nasal as in film .
2.3.2. Synchronic description of current Southern Irish English
In the south of the country, as well as in the North, there are also different
varieties cohabiting one with another. Dublin, being the capital of the country, and also
receiving many people from England because of its nearness and sharing language, has
a different speech which influences the surrounding accents. Little by little, new
features which arise in Dublin are becoming more common in the areas around it. In
this essay, supraregional Southern Irish English is described. The term supraregional is
used when people tend to use a more standardised variety so that they are not
phonetically related with a specific locality. In this case, it is Dublin speech the one they
take as a reference, as this is, according to Hickey (2007b), the one that will spread to
the whole south in the future.
2.3.2.1. Vowel system
The vowel system of Southern Irish English is considerably different to RP. In
fact, it has usually been noted by different scholars that it resembles much more the
vowel system of Early Modern English, as many processes did not occur as it happened

in British English from which RP evolved. It also has striking differences with the one
we find in Northern Irish English. According to Wells, the lexical incidence of the
vowel system in the South varies considerably from the one from the north. In Table 3,
the sets that differ in pronunciation from Northern Irish English have been underlined.
KIT

DRESS

TRAP

LOT

STRUT

FOOT

BATH
, 
CLOTH , 
NURSE , 

FLEECE
FACE
PALM
THOUGHT
GOAT
GOOSE
PRICE
CHOICE
MOUTH
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NEAR
SQUARE
START
NORTH
FORCE
CURE
happY
lettER
commA











Table 3. Lexical incidence of Southern Irish English. (Wells, 1982)

The pairs of oppositions  and  seem problematic because they
appear in some pairs of words but not in all of them. Some of the pairs vary freely from
one speaker to another (Bertz in Wells, 1982). This implies that the distinction between
 and  is not always clear. This is due to the fact that there is a tendency to retract
 and lengthen it somewhat, especially before voiced consonants, e.g. man 
~ . Some conservative speakers may also have  for  in many and any.
(Wells, 1982)
As far as  is concerned, we can say that the low back vowel is typical of this
variety. The  sound seems to be further back than the one found in RP. This is why it
has been transcribed as . The degree of rounding for this vowel made some Irish
scholars to transcribed it as  making it different to what it is found in other accents.
Wells (1982) indicates that an RP  is also found in high-status speech. A problem
arises regarding the opposition with . Bertz (in Wells, 1982) states that the
opposition is neutralized in most cases to  in popular varieties. Wells‟ impression of
Irish accents as a whole is that most speakers have at least a potential  opposition.
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The FLEECE MERGER has not been carried out through whole Ireland. As a result, pronunciations

such as steel  occurred sporadically.

Vowel reduction operates in this variety. As a result, schwa can be found as a
pretonic short vowel, e.g. about ; it is rhotacised before , e.g. butter 
and occurs in unstressed –ed, naked . In weak syllables the merger of KIT and
schwa is also common. The suffix –ing is popularly realized as . Also, the first
syllables of words such as prefer, tremendous, peculiar, secure, hilarious, specific all
have . This is different to RP where there would use . Contrary to this, Irish
English exhibits  where RP weakens first syllables as in opinion and official. In
addition, Southern Irish English exhibits the pronunciation of words with weak forms
not used in RP as in when , I , what , sure . The my 
weak form extends much more further up the social scale than in England. So does the
weakening of  and likewise with Yod Dropping.
Nouns and adjectives like window or yellow have popular variants with  in
the final syllable alongside the formal or middle-class  form. In contrast, verbs with
this form such as follow or swallow have popular variants with  e.g.  and
. Bliss (in Wells, 1982) suggests that this is because verbs need to be able to
add –ing and the insertion of  does not involve the awkwardness of two  in a row,
e.g. following / .
Finally, as presented by Wells (1982), HAPPY –tensing seems to appear in final
open position, e.g. pity  (example in Hickey, 2007b: 317) and it does not vary in
quality as in the north. The final vowel in happY , phonetically  or . Speakers
susceptible to RP use an opener . According to Henry (1958 in Wells, 1982), rural
dialect forms include  and  in Connacht.
2.3.2.1.1. Vowel length
In Southern Irish English, vowel length is always distinctive. Long vowels seem
to appear before . As Irish English is rhotic there are no diphthongs corresponding to
RP , , . In these cases, short vowels merge with  to yield a rhotacised vowel,
e.g.  (Hickey, 2007b). As opposed to Northern Irish English, there are several
things worth mentioning regarding vowel quality in Southern Irish English. Well‟s
NORTH/FORCE distinction is one of them as it applies to many speakers. According to
this distinction, words such as mourning and mourning would not be homophonous.

Hickey (2007b) suggests that the majority of words with  are loanwords from
French taken in the Middle English period. Also, that  would occur preferable
before /, ,  whereas  would be preferable in pre-nasal position, e.g. before
.
2.3.2.1.2. Diphthongs
We find these three diphthongs in Southern Irish English: , , . The onset
vowels of these three diphthongs have a common realization as the same short vowels
they represent in supraregional varieties, that is,  for  and  diphthongs and
 for the diphthong .
The opposition  vs.  is not established in all speakers of Southern Irish
English. It is now mainly a rural or southern characteristic. As a result of Irish not
having a diphthong resembling , the 17th century alternative pronunciation with the
vowel of PRICE was adopted in Southern Irish English, and now survives as an
archaism. Speakers who have an established opposition between these two use  in
the words violent, violent, violin, where the spelling io seems to be the reason why this
happens.
The MOUTH vowel also has a fair range of phonetic variation but  seems to
be the commonest. There is an Irish oddity where  rather than  occurs before
.
2.3.2.2. Consonants
2.3.2.2.1. Alveolar and dental stops
The opposition between  vs.  and  vs.  exists in Southern Irish
English, at least potentially (Wells, 1982). Hickey (2007a) suggests that this usage is a
result of language contact with Irish.  and  are realised as apico-alveolar
fricatives, e.g. but  or wood  except before a stressed vowel, word-initially:
tea , word-medially: titanic  or before or after a non vocalic segment:
lightening , where they are realized as stops.

2.3.2.2.2. Labio-velars
There seems to exist a distinction between voiced  and voiceless  labiovelar glides in conservative Southern Irish English. The voiceless glide seems to be
present in all instances where there is wh- in the orthography.
2.3.2.2.3. Liquids
The  sound appears in Irish English both syllable-initially and syllable-finally
as well as word-medially. In contrast to RP, there is no „linking-r‟ and no „intrusive-r‟.
The main realisations of it are the following described by Hickey (2007b):
1. Velarised alveolar continuant:  is found in conservative mainstream varieties
of the South, e.g. core .
2. Uvular :  is also found in local varieties of English in some places of
Leinster. However, it is recessive and now only found in syllable-final position.
3. Retroflex : this realisation  arose in Dublin English but it has already
spread over the south. It is expected to become the dominant realisation of  in
the south.
The  sound has remained an alveolar in all syllable positions as it was
traditionally. Exceptionally, Southern Irish English speakers tend to use the velarised
 in environments in which they would use it while talking in Irish, e.g. word-initially
before  as in like . Nevertheless, due to the spread of a recent usage of a
velarised  in syllable final position in Dublin English, this realisation has become
more common in the speeches of the south, especially in females (Hickey 2007b).
2.3.2.2.4. /h/
The  sound is present in all environments in Southern Irish English. The so
common phenomenon of H-Dropping in urban English in Britain is not present in
Ireland, neither in the north nor in the south. Moreover, due to Irish influence, the
sound appears in word-medially and word-finally, above all in names of Irish
origins, e.g. MacGrath .

2.3.2.3.Processes
Schwa Absorption is an optional rule in this variety. It consists on eliminating a
schwa  in the context in which the schwa is preceded by a vowel and followed either
by a liquid or a nasal. This process happens more often in this variety than in RP due to
the fact that where in RP we find the more conservative, in Irish we find more
often. The process, however, tends to be avoided in the most educated accents. Yod
Dropping is also possible, as in many dialects of English, under certain conditions: =(i)
when  is not in absolute initial position, (ii) when the segment before  is regularly a
sonorant, e.g.  or  and (iii) when the sonorant is alveolar or when the syllable to
which the onset in question belongs is stressed.

3.PART II
In this second part, I will be analysing the speech of two Irish people, one
representative of Northern Irish English and one representative of Southern Irish
English. First, I will briefly explain the methodology used for recording the speech
samples. Later, I will present an analysis by looking into those phonological traits which
each of the participants exhibit and discuss to what degree they ascribe to the traits
described in Part I.
3.1.Methodology
For the data collection, two Irish people were selected. For a more informal
production of language, I decided to make a recording of two participants who knew
each other in an interview-like setting, where someone asked them questions and they
both answered casually. Unfortunately, the author of the present essay was not present
at the recording time but was able to seek the help of someone who agreed to play the
role of the interviewer 6 . The interview was carried out in the participants‟ house in
England. The interviewer asked them a few questions so that the participants could
follow a line of conversation in a setting in which they both felt comfortable so that the
recording sounded as informal and relaxed as possible. The participants were not
informed that they were being linguistically observed.
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Many thanks to this person, who wishes to remain anonymous, for playing this role as well as the two
participants for allowing me to record them.

3.2. Participants
The first one speaking is John, who is from Donegal and whose speech, hence,
would be representative of Northern Irish English. John lived in Donegal until he was
21 when he left for London seeking a better life. He is now twenty seven years old. He
speaks some Irish but he does not consider himself fluent in the language. He also has
vague knowledge of German and understands a bit of Spanish. The second speaker is
Paul, who is from county Carlow, hence, representative of Southern Irish English. He is
twenty six years old. He does not speak any other languages. They both are middleclass working men living together in England, where they moved due to working
conditions. The recording was carried out at their home in Bishop‟s Stortford in the east
part of the county of Hertforshire in England.
3.3. Phonological analysis
This section will discuss the features present or absent in their speech. Together
with the interpretation of the data that this transcription provides, possible justifications
will be suggested. First, John‟s speech will be analysed and discussed in section (3.2.1)
and then Paul‟s in section (3.2.2). Finally, a common feature will be presented and
suggested as being features that both varieties have as a result of being part of the same
country after all. An eight-minute long recording was obtained and phonetically (see
Appendix 1) and orthographically transcribed (see Appendix 2). There are excerpts that
have not been transcribed as a result of not understanding what the speaker was saying
either because it was inaudible or because the transcriber could not understand them.
These bits have been indicated as (…). Notice that the interviewer‟s words have not
been phonetically transcribed.
3.3.1. Northern Irish English: John’s speech
3.3.1.1. Vowels
John‟s speech clearly follows the vowel length rules of Northern Irish English.
He makes use of long vowels before  as in (J1: north , work ; J6: four
; J17: all sorts ; J23: normal ; J29: hard ; J30: terms
, Northern , Carlow ; J31: farmer , your ),
before  as in (J1: have , over ; J5: even though ; J6: even
; J30: live ), before  as in (J2: high smiths ; J4: you that

 ; J27: see the  ) and also before  (J18: chorizo ; J18: he is
). In monosyllables, he uses long vowels before a following final  as in (J1:
have . He also follows his dialect when he uses long  when closed by a
consonant other than , , ,  as in (J2: over ) . However, his vowels are long
before a following , , ,  as in (J3: each ). He distinguishes FOOT and
GOOSE vowels by length as in (J30: good  and J35: food ) as well as
TRAP and PALM vowels as (J1: have , bad ) not being representative of
his dialect. As far as vowel quality is concerned, he makes use of a more centralised
vowel in FOOT/GOOSE words (J4: through ; J5: would ; J15: food
) and does not credit his accent when it comes to  as he does not make all of
them short (J2: recently ; J3: each ). He does not make use of  for
happY words (J4: many ; J17: actually ) and the DRESS vowel does
not seem to be realised as neither  nor - but as  as in (J5: as well ).
Diphthongs are not realised as Northern Irish English descriptions of them
suggest. He uses  without variation for all PRICE words as in (J1: fire ; J2:
five ; J16: diet ). The NURSE Merger seems to apply to his speech as in
(J5: here ; J6: years , director , understand ;
J21: equalizer ) but he retains some words with  as (J6: after ;
J25: well ).
3.3.1.2. Consonants
As far as consonants are concerned, John realises every dental fricative as such
as in (J1: north , things ; J3: other , through ; J13: that
; J5: their , they , even though , there ; J14: the
). He also uses the typical characteristic of county Donegal of using a dental
plosive in the vicinity of an  as in (J19: training ; J31: tractor ;
J36: travel , trying ). Although intervocalic preglotallisation is common
in this variety it is not shown in John‟s speech as he uses  as in (J1: pretty ).
There is no palatal realisation of neither  nor  in John‟s speech even though it is
quite widespread in this variety. The realisations of , , ,  do not seem to have a

stronger palatal component that the ones found in England. However, NG Coalescence
seems to be present almost every time as in (J1: things ; J10: boxing ;
J19: training  ; J27: jumping ; J36: trying ). As far as
liquids are concerned, John‟s speech does include the pronunciation of every single
orthographic r. He realises retroflex approximants word initially as in (J2: recently
) and an alveolar approximant after vowels as in (J1: north ). He also
dentalises it when the preceding consonant is dental (J4: through ). Regarding ,
John uses the clear  in all environments as it can be seen in (J1: Ireland ; J2:
recently , flat ; J4: football , people , Paul ; J11:
play , class ; J14: completely ; J20: Unstoppable
). Surprisingly, he seems to retain the ,  distinction as he uses  as
in (J5: where ). This suggests that he may not think that feature is stigmatised
because otherwise he would have not use it.
3.2.1.3. Processes
A clear process present in John‟s speech would be Schwa Epenthesis. He clearly
uses this process in (J18: film ). This is even more noticeable as it is the
interviewer (remember she is not a native speaker) who first pronounces the word in
what it is supposed to be an RP accent . The contrast between the two
pronunciations makes it clearer that he inserts a schwa between  and  sounds:
. Schwa Absortion may occur in Irish accents and in John‟s case it does not. He
chooses to pronounce a weak schwa in (J4: football , people ). Elision
of medial  is not present in John‟s speech. He does not seem to follow the restriction
of vowels in unstressed syllables of Northern Irish English as he weakens the unstressed
vowels as in (J11: tennis , J16: Ireland , J23: normal ).
3.3.2. Southern Irish English: Paul’s speech
3.3.2.1.Vowels
Vowel length in Paul‟s speech is always distinctive. As long vowels appear all
the time before  as in (P1: Carlow , work ; P4: hard ).
Nevertheless, he realises diphthongs , ,  which are not representative of this
variation of English as in (P1: here , year ; P2: yeah ; P7: actually

; P9: supposed ). Although it is difficult to determine some
oppositions in Southern Irish English, Paul seems to use  all the time (P1: I ; P4:
hard ). It also seems that he preserves the -opposition as in (P13: cabbage
; P14: Unstoppable ; P17: wouldn’t ). Weakening of
 is also present (P10: you ; P11: you ; P20: you ) as well as HAPPY
tensing (P3: easy ; P6: normally ; P17: any , P21: really ).
Vowel reduction and the KIT and Schwa merger are not present in his speech.
As far as diphthongs are concerned, we see that two of the three diphthongs in this
variety are present in Paul‟s speech as can be seen in (P1: I’m ; P5: Monday
). It is surprising that he does not seem to have the so common opposition of
 and  diphthongs, making all PRICE words sound with . MOUTH vowels
do not seem to be  as the description suggests and that is clear in (P1: South
).
3.3.2.2.Consonants
Paul makes use of dental plosives instead of the fricatives at least in one
occasion (P1: thousand and thirteen    ) but it is not the case that he
realises them all the time (P18: thousand ). This, according to Wells (1982),
may be a result of the speaker wishing to exhibit a more sophisticated speech or making
a conscious effort at elegance. Although it seems unlikely that Paul may want to sound
sophisticated to his friend in an informal chat, the fact that they know that they are
being recorded may have provoked this.
Paul also seems to use alveolar stops before a stressed vowel word-initially (P1:
twenty ; P3: to ) and before or after a non vocalic segment as in (P1:
twenty , county , east , moved , August , just
; P4: find ; P16: kind ; P25: worst ) and does not seem to
make use of apico-alveolar fricatives elsewhere as is seen in (P10: good ; P25:
about ; P28: would , but ). He follows his variety when realising
, , , , ,  as these are realised as in RP English.

As far as liquids is concerned, Paul pronounces all r‟s as retroflex . Paul‟s
realisations of  always seem to be clear. As he does not speak Irish, he does not have
that influence and does not velarise it where Irish speakers would. The  sound is
present in all environments in Paul‟s sample, H-Dropping not appearing in his speech.
Paul‟s sample does not show a distinction between voiced  and voiceless  labiovelar glides and he just uses the voiceless glide to all wh- words.
3.3.2.3. Processes
Schwa Absorption is not found in Paul‟s speech but being this an optional rule, it
is not surprising. We did not find instances of Glide Cluster Reduction, Schwa
Ephenthesis or Yod Dropping in Paul‟s speech.
3.4.

Discussion
In short, we found that both participants exhibit phonetic –phonological

characteristics of the speech variety they are representative of; however, some other
traits reviewed in Part I were not reflected in their speech.
Regarding vowels, John, representative of Northern Irish English, shows
features such as vowel length rules mostly and the NURSE Merger for some words. As
far as consonants are concerned, he does use dental fricatives and dental plosives when
the environment is appropriate. He also uses NG Coalescence and realises liquids as
expected. He does also have - distinction. As for processes, John uses Schwa
Epenthesis. Among the things not present we find that regarding vowels he does not
have the FOOT-GOOSE distinction; neither does the TRAP-BATH distinction. He does
not use  for HAPPY words and DRESS words are not realised with . Moreover,
he does not make use of diphthongs as supposed to according to the description of his
variety. As for consonants, he does not use intervocalic preglottaling, neither do  and
 sound more palatalised nor do , , ,  have a stronger palatal in his
realisations. The processes not present in this sample are Schwa Absorption and Elision
of medial .
In the case of Paul (representative of Southern Irish English), regarding vowels,
he retains features such as vowel length rules. He also has the - opposition,
weakens  often and uses HAPPY tensing as expected. As far as consonants, he

makes use of them as expected in most of the cases: he uses dental plosives and alveolar
stops when possible, , , ,  are always pronounced as expected, there is clear 
in all positions as well as retroflex  and the  sound is always present. He is also
using Glide Cluster Reduction. He does not exhibit the PRICE - opposition. He
does not use  for MOUTH words neither. Vowel reduction and the KIT and Schwa
merger are not present in his speech. There is no evidence in this sample of processes
such as Schwa Absorption, Schwa Epenthesis or Yod Dropping.
As previously had been said, despite living and having been recorded in
England, both speakers exhibited features from their respective Irish English varieties.
Different factors may be the cause of the presence or absence of these characteristics.
First of all, identity may be playing an important role for the retaining phonological
characteristics of each variety. Although the participants were not directly asked about
their feelings of attachment to their country of origin, it is likely that they are conscious
about exhibiting their Irish origin in their speech. In John‟s case, who is using less
features than Paul does, he could be avoiding some features such as the FOOT/GOOSE
distinction which is a Northern Irish English feature to avoid showing where he is
coming from. Paul, on the other hand, could be using more Southern Irish English
features because he is aware that his accent is possibly closer to a standard Irish English
accent. Therefore, the way a speaker feels about his own identity and how well or bad
accepted the features of their accent may be are usually decisive in the way a speaker of
a language is going to make use of the language. Another factor related with identity in
the retention of their Irish traces in their accents may be contact. The two speakers
spend time with Irish people and they also travel often back to their hometowns. Thus,
contact with other Irish English speaking people as well as with their families may play
a crucial role determining which features from their respective varieties they preserve.
When a person is surrounded by those who speak with the same accent as they do, they
usually and unconsciously feel more comfortable using those features belonging to their
accents. Therefore, they make use of them more often than when they speak to people
using other accents. Continuous contact with speakers of the same accent seem to
reinforce the usage of several features; in John‟s case, for example, the usage of Schwa
Epenthesis; in Paul‟s case, for instance, the usage of dental plosives.

The fact that they both work in London and live and were recorded next to it
may be one of the reasons why some features were not found in their speech. They may
have well consciously or subconsciously aimed at standardising their accents towards
the variety spoken in the place where they currently live. In fact, both participants
include the pronunciation of the  sound (John‟s world in (J35) and Paul‟s airplanes
or ferries (P30) a sound not described in their varieties but typical of the area where
they work and live.
Finally, the results from the sample show that John ascribes less to Northern
Irish English than Paul does to Southern Irish English. Among the possible reasons why
John‟s accent may be deviating from Northern Irish English would be due to his
knowledge of other languages. His knowledge of German and Spanish could make him
not to use something which is more related to his origins. On the other hand, Paul, who
does not have other language influences, seems to stick more to his own variety.
Another possible reason to explain why this is the case would include Northern Irish
English being a less standard variety than Southern Irish English in Ireland. Taking this
into account, it would be likely to think that John does not use his variety as much as
Paul because he is aware of its more rural usage and therefore of its status, probably
having being stigmatised. Some accents are usually stigmatised because they are full of
vernacular features which are a mark of shame. Northern Irish English is likely to be
one of those accents which show rural features which are not accepted by others not
belonging to them (Hickey, 2012).

4.

CONCLUSION
To conclude, both participants exhibit phonetic features of the variety that they

are representative of but not all of them. John ascribes to Northern Irish English as far
as vowels, consonants and processes are concerned. In Paul‟s case, he follows Southern
Irish English description more than he does not, although he does not make use of any
processes described by the literature. I estimated that some possible reasons that seem to
affect our subjects ascribing more or less to a variety had to do with aspects such as
identity, and contact on the one hand, and standardization on the other hand. While
identifying with a particular group or community and keeping in touch with it would
play an important part when analysing our subject‟s accents, some standardization must
also be considered in the case of our speakers, especially when living and working in a

different accent area. Whether those phonological aspects that were not found in John‟s
and Paul‟s speech are due to a wish to homogenize their speech in the new community
(England), a true standardization process that may be currently influencing Irish
accents, or a matter of the idiosyncrasy of their own speech remains unsolved in the
present essay and would need to be unravelled in further studies with a bigger speaker
sample.

5.

APPENDIX I: Phonetic-Phonological Transcription of the Recording

J1: [           
              
      
P1:                
              
         
J2:               
   
J3:       
P2:  
J4:              
                  
      
P3:           
J5:                
              
             
P4:          
J6:             
             
    
P5: [               
          ]
J8: [

P6:     
J9: 
J10: [    (…)      ]
P7: (...)   
J11:               
 
P8:  
J12: 
P9:                
         
J13:   
P10:              
   (…)
J14:               
              
P11:           
J15:         
J16:      
P12: (…)
J17:                 
       
P13:          (…) 

J18:              
  
J19:                 
             
          
P14:       
J20:          (…)    
P15:  
J21:       
J22: 
P16:                
J23:  
P17:               
     
J24:      
J25:           (…)
(…)
P18:                 (…) 
              
               (…) 
    
J26:              
             
        

J27:               
              
           
P19:   
J28:   
P20:       
J29:         
P21:      
J30:               
               
      
P22:           
J31:                
      
P23:      
J32:             
P24:      
P25:               
                
 
J33: 
P26:                 

J34:             (…)

P27:  
J35: 
P28:                 
               
 
J36:                 
    (…)        
        

6.

APPENDIX II: Ortographic transcription

(J1): Hello. I‟m John and from Donegal, North West of Ireland, I‟m 27 years old. I‟m a
fire engineer and I have move over to England to work because things got pretty bad in
Ireland.
(P1): My name is Paul and I‟m 26, I‟m from County Carlow (it‟s) in the south east of
Ireland, like John I moved over here for work, I moved over in August 2013 […] I‟m
just here a year and a half.
(J2): Yeah, I‟m over here five years and the… recently me and Paul keep high smith so
we own a flat here.
Interviewer: How did you meet each other?
(J3): Ah we met each other through football.
(P2): Football yeah.
(J4): Just through football, we play football every Wednesday (…) it‟s not that many
Irish people over here so yeah that‟s how I met Paul.
(P3): Yeah, it‟s easy, it‟s easy to get to know Irish people over here, isn‟t it?
(J5): Yeah, ah once, once you hear their accent you just know exactly pin ah by their
accent as well you can can fair idea of where they are from even though I would find
from ah county Carlow, there where Paul‟s from, quite hard to understand.
(P4): Yeah, everyone kind of does. Find it hard to understand me.
(J6): Yeah, „cause even after four years working at my company ah even my operations
director said: uh John I can actually understand you know because you‟ve kind of
slowdown in your, in your accent.
(P5): „Cause when I , when I go home for the weekend back to Carlow and come back
over on a Monday you can‟t understand me at all (…)
(J8): Yeah.
(P6): Could it that be back talking normally.

(J9): Yeah.
Interviewer: Apart from, football do you have any other hobbies?
(J10): Oh I like to boxing training, bit of tennis, golf…
(P7): (…) like tennis actually.
(J11): I play tennis quite good, ain‟t I? I‟ve big and kind of class myself summer to…
ah Rafael Nadal.
(P8): Your eyes anyway.
(J12): Yeah.
(P9): And my main hobby is supposed to be start to be, I play football as well on a
Wednesday but wouldn‟t be a pro-rugby or a football anyway.
(J13): Why is that not?
(P10): Eh mainly, mainly because I am not good at football whereas in rugby you just
grab the ball and (…)
(J14): Yeah, „cause boys at football claim the ball balls and just kind of rugby kind of
direct and they like to skip the ball forward which we like to play the kinaki football.
(P11): I don‟t get you never get to play the, I mean (…)
(J15): I know yeah but it‟s completely different to rugby so.
Interviewer: What‟s your favourite food?
(J16) : Favourite food? In Ireland.
(P12): (…)
(J17): The potato will be part of our diet. It can‟t be the good potato ah but I like, I like
I like ah I don‟t know what, all sorts really actually.
(P13): Ham and cabbage would be the... Ham and cabbage (…)
(J18): Ham and cabbage. Haven‟t you consume to eat of roost, roost beef but even
salad, Spanish food: chorizo.

Interviewer: And your favourite film?
(J19): Favourite film? Well I do not have a favourite film but favourite actor would
have to be Denzel Washington. So basically any film that he is involved in, it‟ll always
gonna be a good film and he‟s got some good ones like training day ah…
(P14): And also unstoppable was a good one.
(J20): Unstoppable was pretty good. What was the one we last (…) watched the last day
actually?
(P15): The Equalizer.
(J21): The Equalizer yeah that‟s it.
Interviewer: What is it about?
(J22): Well…
(P16): He‟s a guy who has a kind of a he comes across as a very calm
(J23): Normal guy.
(P17): Normal guy that wouldn‟t do any harm to anyone but really he he gets the evil
from crimes that people of other (…)
(J24): So he kind of he equalizes.
Interviewer: What type of music do you like?
(J25): Well myself I like (…) country music you know ah …
(…)
Interviewer: Could you describe the town you were brought up in?
(P18): Eh… Carlow is in the south east the sunny south east of Ireland (…) It‟s eh...
about twenty five thousand people there. Eh I‟m from Carlow which is the main cam...
the main town in the county and (….)
Interviewer: What about you John?

(J26): eh… Well I grew up in a very small town land so the houses really (…) around,
the nearest village was probably about a mile away. Wasn‟t much there, just shop (…)
the main health centre so yeah, essentials.
Interviewer: Do you miss being there?
(J27): I do I… Cause is very different from over here cause obviously… big enough
town so it‟s quite different but nice being round the farm … The trucktry you know. We
are going to see the sheep and the cows.
(P19): Bit of ploughing.
(J28) : Bit of ploughing yeah.
(P20) : Laying and ploughing in Donegal do you?
(J29): Well, it‟s hard to plough in rocks you know.
(P21): Yeah, it‟s impossible really, isn‟t it?
(J30): In terms of the land, the land will be very different Northern, Northern Ireland to
down South, we‟ve got lots of house(…) from Donegal. I (…) the land quite good,
didn‟t I? In Carlow?
(P22): Yeah yeah you (…) the land in Carlow (…) he did it grow.
(J31): So yeah Paul, he‟s a big farmer so and his ancient machinery… what would be
your favourite tractor you know Paul?
(P23): Sure, it ain‟t be New Holland.
(J32): New Holland, see I‟ve I‟ve be a massive Ferguson of myself you know.
(P24): That is not bad you know.
(P25): Be happy in your Holland. The worst thing about being over here that I find
funny is that when you go back home, you nearly speak like a stranger, do you get that?
(J33): Nah.
(P26): Sometimes I get the weird feeling like that, yeah, myself on some ways I feel like
a visitor.

(J34): I think people think more of you when you go back home.
(P27): Do they?
(J35): Yeah…
Interviewer: Do you like travelling?
(P28): I like driving and I wouldn‟t be a big fan of airplanes or ferries, I like to drive
anywhere I would. No, I wouldn‟t be a mass fan of travelling no.
(J36): Well myself, I‟d love to go travel, I‟d like to travel the world a few months off
work (...) travel around the world… new places, different experiences, different
cultures, trying different food…

7.
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